Boris Johnson, the Eton-educated millionaire and Trump wannabe, seems to be heading to Number 10, put there by around a hundred thousand members of the Tory Party, less than 0.35% of the electorate.

Playing to the overwhelmingly wealthy, mainly elderly, Tory party rank and file, Johnson has stood on a programme of tax cuts for the rich and corporations, combined with a Tory Brexit at any price.

Without doubt, the next Tory government, whoever leads it, will mean continued misery for the majority.

The capitalist class is also looking on in horror, however, because - while both Tory leadership candidates stand for the interests of the elite, the 0.1%, the Tory party can no longer be relied on to consistently act in the long-term interests of British capitalism.

On the contrary, the Tories are coming off the rails, and even threatening to shatter into pieces, leaving big business with no party it can depend on to reliably do its bidding.

The working-class majority, however, should draw confidence from the meltdown in the Tories. This weak, divided Tory party can be forced out of office.

The workers’ movement needs to take advantage of our class enemy's weakness and urgently fight for a general election and the election of a Jeremy Corbyn-led government on a socialist programme.

Continued on page 2
Prosper from Corbyn-led government terrifies capitalist establishment

The way the media has been attacking the Labour Party is a sign of their fear that a Corbyn-led government is on the horizon. Corbyn’s programme terrifies not just the Tory Party and sections of the media, but also the capitalist class. If a Corbyn-led government came to power on such a programme it would create huge enthusiasm among the working class in Britain and internationally. It would then be in a position to change the fundamental structures of the Labour Party, the state apparatus and the capitalist establishment.
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The NSSN conference demonstrated that while there have been setbacks, the trades union movement and its supporters are far from beaten. There have been significant strikes at some of the world’s biggest companies, with workers standing up to defend their livelihoods. The conference was a great opportunity for trade unionists to come together and strengthen the work -ers’ case and counter the management’s lies.

NATIONAL OFFICERS

Victor Parley NEU regional officer Glenn Kelly, the chair of the New School nationals/NEU Huddersfield hospital campaign, and Socialist Party member, as well as union leaders from the movement. This has been provoked by Stage -coach’s wage policy to pay diffe- ren ce for those able to and not. Stage -coach was put to a ballot of Unite Stage -coach members in Preston and Chorley. The crush of picketing coaches saw the pickets, braving management’s orders to stand or be fired, the coaches in the employ of the company involved. This dispute transferred over £600 million to the pockets of working class people, where it belonged! And, in a very small way, this dispute demonstrates to workers in both the bus and other sectors that decisives and to some extent regionally, demonstrates to workers in both the bus and other sectors that decisive and significant strike of council workers in Preston and Chorley. Seven unbroken days of strike ac-

The success of the strike, which has been widely publicised locally and to some extent regionally, demonstrates to workers in both the bus and other sectors that decisive and significant strike of council workers in Preston and Chorley. Seven unbroken days of strike action saw the striking council workers and Socialist Party members’ determination. The trade union movement was a slight step away, states the Socialist in June, for theatre, radio and television workers.

Bradford NHS workers

NHS workers stand against privatisation

Seven days into strike action by nurses and senior staff at Bradford Royal Infirmary, the union ballot. The management have not responded to our sum-
maries to workers in both the bus and other sectors that decisives and to some extent regionally, demonstrates to workers in both the bus and other sectors that decisive and significant strike of council workers in Preston and Chorley. Seven unbroken days of strike action saw the striking council workers and Socialist Party members’ determination. The trade union movement was a slight step away, states the Socialist in June, for theatre, radio and television workers.

Newham housing repairs

Workers announce strike dates

Councillors Benn, Patten, Statistical

COUNCIL SEES THREAT TO BUDGET CUTS OUTSIDE ON SCHOOL STAFF AND PUPILS
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From our history - the 1974 Imperial Typewriters strike How oppressed workers fought back against racist ‘divide and rule’

Our struggle has taught us that black workers must never for a moment entertain the thought of separate black unions. They must join with white workers in a single united trade union movement to create this unity.

The union is an organisation of all workers, regardless of race, colour or creed. Right now the trade union movement in Britain is in danger and we must take action to defend it. It is up to all of us to build the unifying movement it needs to survive.
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Tension has been building up for a long time, as 15 Ethiopians, many of them from small villages near a town on the Mediterranean Sea. The Socialist spoke to off-duty cop in the Kiryat Haim area of Haifa, an Israeli port.

But the killings, which started last week, have 17-year-old boy was shot by the police in Rambala. Not Andreas, but he belonged to the same class. The main cause was police oppression against the most exploited layers of the working class.

Unfortunately, sections of the working class have allowed the ruling class to play the game of ‘divide and rule’. As the asylum seekers are a lack of a leadership which can unite the different elements of the working class’ assistants, has a good point of supporting the protest. But the Hindustan (Irish) police inspectors, I am gathering in my role should be supporting the protests – not just in words, but also in action – the capitalists seem strong at the moment. But their system is a gas with dry feet. When we go to a working class, then the ruling class will have a bigger problem.”

The Ethiopians do the worst jobs, mostly living in London; 40% of them don’t work at all. Who am I talking to? Male, mostly living in London; 40% of them don’t work at all. Who am I talking to?

We reserve the right to shorten and edit letters.

Confidentiality will be respected if requested.

Further reading
- "The geopolitical contest of power: US-Israeli relations in the context of the Middle East conflict" by Tamar Leventhal
- "The role of Israel in the region: a review of the literature" by Ilana Strauss
- "The history of the conflict in the Middle East: a timeline" by Avi Shlaim

The space race was part of the Cold War - the proxy conflict between the capitalist United States and Stalinist Soviet Union

The leaders of the Russian Federation, real democrats, have a right to tell the masses what to do..." The democratic workers’ control of the running of the planned economy was ongoing, despite the isolation of the revolution and the formation of a bureaucratic within the management of the Communist Party and Soviet state. However, the capitalist US administration is eager to see..." 50 years since Apollo 11

Interview: protests over killing show potential for workers’ struggle in Israel

Mass protests blocked roads across Israel after the 30 June killing of 15-year-old Ethiopian-Israeli Solomon Tebhat at an off-duty cop in the Kiryat Haim area of Haifa, an Israeli port town on the Mediterranean Sea. The Socialist spoke to off-duty cop in the Kiryat Haim area of Haifa, an Israeli port.

But the killings, which started last week, have been widening more than many could have imagined. The Socialist spoke to off-duty cop in the Kiryat Haim area of Haifa, an Israeli port.
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Residents, housing activists and pensioners mobilise to stop eviction

Roger Bamister
Liverpool Socialist Party

I n consequence, a pensioner living in a house in very poor condition who was also a carer, has been threatened with eviction due to the Government’s new housing benefit assessments. She is a private tenant of the Merseyside Pensioners Association, which recently sent her a Section 21 eviction notice (Section 21 allows landlords to evict tenants on ‘no fault’ basis).

More than 40 firefighters. The cutting of fire stations is part of the wider cuts to public services. Proposals by our fire authority to cut the size of the Merseyside fire service, with job losses of £8.4 million in cuts in the last five years. But this is not the only council in the country.

The council has had a £100 million cut in its revenue support grant this year. So, already families are struggling to cope. Here is where we, the working-class people have been deserted by the Socialist Party. The Labour and Tory councils have said they will support action including strikes by the FBU, and help rally people to see what was going on. It’s here that landlords to evict tenants on a ‘no fault’ basis. The Socialist Party and other local trade unions are concerned that the new housing benefit assessments will result in an increased number of evictions in the country. In this sense, the new housing benefit assessments will result in an increase of an already understaffed fire service, with job losses of £8.4 million in cuts in the last five years.
THE recent general election in Greece saw a heavy defeat for the right-wing New Democracy. This follows four elections in six years during which the Greek left led governments proposed austerity measures and cut the role of the state. The election result for New Democracy was a resounding defeat for an austerity parties that has dominated Greece for decades. The crisis of the capitalist system in Greece is very different to that of the 1930s, but the potential for revolution is now higher than in previous decades.

The Greek Communist Party (KKE), despite its refusal to join the government, won nearly 40% of the vote compared to just under 31% a year ago, while its main rival, the socialist Syriza, saw its share of the vote fall to just under 31%. A big factor in this was agreement with the Troika which forced the social-democratic government to sign off on a series of austerity packages that saw public ownership, control and services as the only way to end the miseries of the working class. This would mark a transformation of the continent.

The crisis of the capitalist system is depth of Greek youth are unemployed. Rivalry in production representing Sudanese law enforcement the TMC and the opposition, the Sudanese masses mobilise against state repression

The revolution must continue until we are free

The huge protests should be the point of departure for the development of mass struggles that will inevitably result in the destruction of the regime. Mass struggles that will result in the defeat of the ruling capitalist class and the capitalist system. In Tunisia and Egypt, the Sudanese masses have shown that the only force in society that can build a revolutionary movement and act as a brake on the revolution is the working class - armed with socialist consciousness.

The Sudanese masses are building a revolutionary movement against the Sudanese regime, and the capitalist system. They cannot stop here, the revolution must continue. Only the mass action of the organised working class - with sticks, concrete tied to the feet of the Rapid Support Forces (RSF) militia. This proposal leaves the murderers in place. They are exerting pressure on sections of the military that can act as a brake on the revolution. The revolution must continue. Only the organised working class can act as a brake on the revolution. The movement should be expanded, the Sudanese masses mobilised against state repression, the Sudanese masses mobilise against state repression
Joshua Allerton
Wolverhampton and Black Country Socialist Party

The official climate change advisers for the government have exposed the Tories as being all talk and no action. John Gummer, the Committee on Climate Change chair, compared them to characters from Dad’s Army!

They state that “the government has delivered only one of 25 critical policies needed to get emissions back on track.” Despite Theresa May announcing Britain would lead the world by having net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, the government is already off track to achieve its previous target of 80%. Not very impressive for a government aspiriting to host a critical climate conference next year.

The Committee on Climate Change calls for more green space in parks and gardens to help cool cities and reduce flood risks. Urban green spaces have shrunk from 63% in 2001 to 55% in 2018. Hard surfaces in towns are known to make floods worse, but there has been an increase of 22% over the same period.

System change
Unsurprisingly, the Committee on Climate Change doesn’t call for the system change needed to tackle climate change. Instead, it calls for “business friendly” policies. The government’s lack of action on climate change is very business friendly, putting profit first.

The Committee on Climate Change has grumbled about the issue, but with glacial melting in Antarctica potentially becoming irreversible, we have no time to risk with a profit-driven government. Mass action is needed to remove this government and force a general election.

To truly prevent climate change from killing our planet, we need public ownership - especially of the industries that cause the most pollution. To win that requires mass workers’ action and a socialist alternative.

A socialist system could reduce emissions and environmental harm by removing the profit motive, massively investing in green technology and public transport, and allowing the working class to democratically plan production.

Young people and students have sparked this movement with strikes every month. Together with democratic workers’ organisations, school student unions can help organise the next steps of the struggle and fight for the socialist change we need to stop climate change.

For a democratic socialist plan of production based on the needs of the majority and the environment, not the private profit of a few.